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New Student ID System Comes to AASU
By BJ English
Maybe you've got one, or
maybe you've seen them around
campus. They are the new stu
dent ID cards with the AASU
logo, your name, a digitized
photograph and a bar code con
taining your Social Security
number on the front, and a mag
strip (a magnetic strip like those
used on charge cards) on the
back.
The mag strip will eventu
ally allow the library, weight
room, business office, and com
puter lab to tell whether you are
currently enrolled and in good
standing with the university, but
for now, the library scans the bar
code of your ID the same way
they do the peel and press sticker
on the back of the old ID cards,
and other areas on campus are
not yet set up to read the cards
at all.
Initially, this lead to some
confusion by AASU staff who
turned students with the new ID
cards away from the weight
room, and refused to accept the
cards for check cashing pur
poses because they were not
validated and did not contain a
readable SSN.
A1 Harris, director of Stu
dent Activities, said that there is
bound to be some misinforma
tion at first, but that fairly soon,
students will see more readers
(electronic devices that can scan
and read the information on the
card's mag strip) around cam
pus. "Eventually, there will be a
reader at the Fitness Center that
will be able to identify whether
a student is enrolled by swiping
the card through a reader. Read
ers may also be used at function

events in the Student Center, at
plays, and sporting events,"
Harris said.
"The Academic Computing
Center will someday utilize the
bar code in conjunction with a
pin number," Harris said, possi
bly allowing after hours access.
For now, if you don't have
a new ID card, there is no need
to panic. Harris said that the old
cards will remain in use for at
least another quarter. However,
if you have an old ID and wish
to get a new one, you can do so
without cost. If you lose the new
card, there will be a $10 replac
e
ment fee. "We've already had
people lose their IDs in one
week," said Harris.
On the old system, it was
impossible to tell whether a stu
dent already had a card made,
but the new system stores all the
student's information, including
their photo, so replacements can
be made without the person
needing to be present.
Harris said that the idea for
the new electronically produced
ID cards came about when it was
obvious that the school was go
ing to have to switch to a new
ID card because of the name
change. The old ID cards still
have the ASC logo on them.
The school has had 3 differ
ent PolaroidID systemsin the past
20 years. While these systems
were less expensive than the new
one, "In thelong run [the new sys
tem] will be cheaper,"Hams said.
The School will not have to pur
chase validation stickers, which
cost several thousand dollars a
year, and there will be less waste
and duplication, asthe IDcard can
be viewed electronically before
being printed.
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AASU student looks on as SPS photographer Pes Punccll demonstrates how new ID cards are made.
If you are nice to the pho that some students feel they do not ris said that Student Photographic
tographers, they might even re need an ID card at all. There are Services will remain open 20
take your photo to eliminate always students who wait until fi hours a week to make them. My
those squinty eyed portraits that nals to get an ID made or validated, goal is to make 100 a week, or
you were simply stuck with on under the mistaken belief that the 2300 between now and the end of
only reason they need the cards is Fall Quarter. We've made 1300so
the old polaroid system.
Currently, the electronic ID to check a book outof the library. far." The SPS office, located on
Harris said that this is far from the second floor of the MCC, is
system is still in the testing stage.
being
true. He states that in addi currently making the new ID cards
Harris said that at places like
Georgia State, students are not tion to using the library, ID cards on Monday through Friday from
even allowed in the buildings can be used to access the Fitness 9-10 A.M., 12-2 P.M., and 4-6
without an ID card for their own Center and pool, vote in SGA elec P.M. and on Fridays between
protection. Students swipe the tions, obtain free admittance to 12:00 and 1:00.
"These hours will be revised
cards through electronic locks many on-campus sports games,
in
a
couple of weeks depending
music
performances,
art
shows,
(like those used on hotel room
on
use.
Hardly anyone is coming
and
Masquers
productions.
Also,
doors) to get into the parking lot
in
at
9-10
or 4:30- 5:30," Harris
area
merchants
offer
student
many
and buildings.
Such a system is being tested discounts of up to ten percent on said. "I just anticipated more
at University Hall for faculty en nonsale merchandise, or special people would want the new IDs.
trance, and may possibly be used deals, like a free drink with lunch Some people are really attached
to the old IDs and don't want new
for accessto a private faculty park purchase.
While students are not re ones. They don't have to replace
ing lot if built in that same area.
Harris says that it amazes him quired to get a new ID card, Har them right away."
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The Parking Disabled
Dear Editor:
I was wondering if there's a
secret way to secure yourself a
parking space each day for class.
I thought being in my last quar ter at Armstrong I'd have figured
out the answer. But I m afraid I
'Ttried allowing myself at
least 15 minutes to get a parking space and get to class, but
I'd usually get to class asthe professor was calling roll. I'm sure
I could get better timing if I
didn't sl ow down for students
wandering the parking lot and if
my car was equipped with wings
to fly over the car s lining and
blocking the aisles as they stalk
students in hopes of getting a
parking space. Or maybe I
should become a student stalker,
but I've never thought of myself
as a stalker.
Instead of stalking, I park in
the firsTspaceT find Why drive
up and down the aisles? And
once parked, I have to dodge the
stalkers on my way across the
parking lot. They don't play.
They want that space.
I'd like to make a suggestion
for the parking dilemma — build
more parking spaces. You don't
know how long it took me to
come up with that one.
Signed,
A student whowishes to remain
anonymous so she graduates

Thls is more of an urgent

question or request,

my community des are vutu"

ally none. I am an inmate on
eat row ere at i^rizona State
nS^a'
ye^s 7ighting°for°a
fourte ^

ampus

IblTsctSewSrule

bushes
r,

the

f

,

epitome of loneliness and despair fo, anyone to conceive
even in a mere thought, and to
share views, thoughts and opinions with others can cast great
light where now there is nothing but darkness and gloom as
life becomes suffocating without
munication.
T,
1 have

olive complexion, pulled down
his shorts and placed his penis
in his hands and then walked
around the front of the vehicle
and stared at the woman.
xhe woman immediately
notified campus police who
searched fof ^individual to no

not confirm this.
Perhaps the perpetrs
thought the woman was the;,
art instructor hiring a
model for the class to sketch
maybe he was a foreigners
saw one of those Calvin's pee
on the back of a pick u p tj

Apparently, a female student at AASU was accosted by
a man outside her vehicle on
Perimeter Road. The man, who
was wearing a green shirt, gray
shorts, and described as having
short cropped black hair and an

avail. Original reports to theInkwell suggested that police had
chased the individual through
the woods and lost track of him
at Publix. As our reporter David
Bowman was unable to obtain
the entire police report, we could

thought he'd found an outi;
loo. In any event, students;
advised to use caution r
traveling through poorly li*
and unoccupied areas of c:
pus. You never know whati
of nut you'll run into,

Journalism: The other white meat

Dear Editor,
This letter will likely be one
of the mostunusual you've read.
I sincerely hope it doesn't offend
you or rePulse y°u or any of
your readersP'ea tban a

When the Inkwell got a refa streaker on campus, we
thoUgj,t jt must be some sort of
fratemjty prank; but decided to
investigate it anyway. As it
.{ wasn,t streaker
after all, it was an indecent exp0rt0

Death Row Inmate seeks
pen pals to ease confinement

in ordfr tc?ieamed th,at we °niy receive

The other night, I attended
my first night class at AASU in
the Health Professions building,
When I exited the building I was
a bit surprised to find that there
were no lights under the breezeway leading to the building, and
by the time my eye s adjusted to

xcs

RS. Perhaps the bookstore could
sell night vision goggles in addition to overpriced textbooks,
They'd probably make a killing
0ff that and ankle braces from
where people fall trying to navigate uneven sidewalks and unlighted steps.

new trial for a crime I was convicted of that I did not commit.
I have been studying law
since I got here imply because I
can't see myself sittinghere hopBatman to the Rescue? ing someone else will look into
my innocence.
Apparently,
students
. AOIT
.
, , at
Studying law is how I ocAASU must be expected to have cupy my mind, but I h ave also

darkness.

Oh Yes they call him the Streak...Look at that, look at that

of being able to see where they
are going. It only costs $40 a
month to rent a light pole from
the electric company. At the
price I am paying to attend class,
I would think the administration
could afford that with ea se.
Signed,
A disgruntled H.S. Masters

By B J English
It's 7:00 in the morning. Already they are trickling in, wanting to use the computer, the
phone, or to chat.
They don't seem to comprehend that this is deadline day.
The paper has to go out, and it
is far from ready.
The promise of help from a
layout artist fell through. Her
friend was in the hospital hava mjscarriage.
Of the dozen or so people
that attended last week's staff

poetry, prose, or share theiropin
ions with others. The world
needs less writers and more journalists; more people willing to
do the research, give credit
where credit is due and present
possible solutions to long term
problems that others would just
as soon ignore, because it's
easier than doing something
about them.
Currently, the Inkwell
would like to investigate the
following issues:
a) Smoking on campus grounds

meeting' only one has actuaPy

in office buildings,
b) The availability of services
for night students and faculty,
c) Abandoned cats on campus,
d) Student conduct in the class
room setting,
e) Where do our activities funds
go? Are they being used wisely?

article. We have no
reporters, only people who want
t0 write poetry and share their
ideas and opinions with others,
"You ought to do a story on
this. You ought to investigate
that," come the suggestions of
well meaning students and facwritten an

and

^ we

u,ty-^d°

we-d aiso i^e t0 d0 m0re
^P^-rkers with other interviews with athletes, interna°bhgat™S•

not

events when

tIme aIlows;

Journalism is an appealing
media- As a school journalist,
you can ask 1uestions of someone you normally wouldn't ask.

C°"" —^

^nal students, faculty, staff and
I*°Ple °" camPus' but
we can t do that without writers;
not poets, not novelists, not
opinionated egotists, but journalists: people who are willing
to go outside their own lives and
into the lives of others- people

° Care

aboW w te is

, J
never get to meet on y°ur own. going on around them to do
asked myself if I The president of the school calls something about it

1be- rrr;tenre-Mdy°u .if^—
"Atrrr
not the most pleasant of feelings. I respectfully ask vou in n'le°
t'
name asis with the thing you d like to do, we desW

The woods directly behind this
building are rather thick and
could easily house a potential
rapist or robber who would have
no trouble abducting a student
without being noticed.
I submit th at the rime to do
something about the lightin g is

rs

sp°rts

partment'desPite
place this in your camnusnewT th
that
y
paper as it m ay result in corre" ^ ^
°" do not glve their
coverage they
spondence with pen pals
A
deserv
b
I am not seeking n
®' * Journalism is also
ticular person or ethnicity and 7^"Yo" have to go whe^ the
1S'
'esearch' and overwill reSp0nd expressively to
me
any
shyness
you might
anyone that wishes to corre- ^°
have
lf
u
wa
spond.
y°
nt to uncover the

perately need your help. If we
do not get your help, we will not
produce a paper thatis truly representative of this school and all
it has to offer. There are too
many wonderful choices on the
AASU menu and we'd like to
sample them all. We need vour

S m c e r e l y Be r n a r d S m i t h t m t h ,
befoV]fsmdems1SbUI
help to d o that.
lot of peoPle are afraid of
h. den 316 t0 a"end #49340, Arizona State Prison
Call us at 9?7-S^ i if
,w; ^
©'
"
r.0
yj. B
oe
e
Vening
they
de
P
urnalis
•
l
*
'
- «x 8600, Florence, AZ j°
m. It seems like too would like to be a journalist^
serve !"
to be afforded the luxury 85232
much work. They'd rather write the paper. Thank You ed

J
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The Inkwell is published anddisp
uted bi-weekly, five times duringP ,
Fall, Winter and Spring Quarters® *
alternate Wednesdays. Copies $
available in distribution boi(i
throughout the campus or can k
subscribed to by mail for $24 ayei
The Inkwell welcomes 1
and comments for improvement pro
vided that they are clearly written®
typed. All letters submitted for pub
lication must be signed and a p
number should be provided for ven
fication purposes. Names will t
withheld upon request.
The Inkwell welcomes pubb
announcements, press releases,
Such information will be publish1
free of charge at the discretion of d"
editorial staff.
The comments and opinions e>pressed in this publication do nj
necessarily express the opinions
anyone other than the person #
has written them and are not to
taken as a reflection upon the vie'
of the faculty, administrators. ^
University System of Georgia or®
Board of Regents.
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stay up
all night
with
organic
chemistry
not "banking#
I

f you've got better things to do at night than wrestle with

toll-free telephone banking lines are just a phone call a way.You

your checking account, the College Account from Wachovia

can get your balance or find out if a check cleared with our

is for you. We make it easy, with free checking and a

automated

Phone Access® service. Or call

Wachovia Check Card, for free transactions at any

l-800-WACHOVIA (1-800-922-4684) to reach

Wachovia ATM. Your card is al so accepted anywhere

a real Wachovia banker anytime, 24 hours a

they take Visa®-so you can pay for everything from

day. Plus, you may qualify for special student

pizza to car repairs right from your checking

overdraft protection, credit card and savings

account, but with credit card convenience. And when

accounts. It's e asy! (At this point in your life,

you need help balancing your checkbook, Wachovia's

shouldn't something be?)

WACHOVIA
Wachovia Bank is a member FDIC. Accounts subject to approval. Credit cards are issued by
Wachovia Bank Ca rd Services, Delaware.
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The Clock on the Wall Leold
By BJ English
The Inkwell Office has a
clock on the wall that used to
keep regular time until renova
tions began on the upper floor
of the MCC. At that point, the
clock stopped working.
Assuming that the current to
the clock had been cut off, we
made no mention of it in the be
ginning, but as time wore on,
and the workers began their
cleanup, we mentioned that our
clock was still inoperable.
As usual in such technical
matters, several experts jiggled
the wires around, clicked the

but it took every ounce of will
power I possessed not to say
something sarcastic.
As humans, we tend to ask a
lot of stupid questions. My men
tors tell me this is how we learn,
how we initiate conversation and
seek confirmation that others
share the same thoughts and feel
ings that we do.
If it is storming outside,
there is no need for us to look
out the window and ask the per
son next to us, "Is it raining?"But of course, we do it anyway.
Like staring at the clock, it has
become an ingrained habit.

If it is storming outside, there is no need
for us to look out the window and ask
the person next to us, ((Is it raining?"But of course, we do it anyway.
switches on the fuse box, hov
Today, we purchased a new
ered together in a quick confer clock to replace the old one. The
ence and finally announced, new one is battery powered. I
"We do'no whaz wrong with it." have not yet gotten up the will
I could have told them that.
power to remove the old clock,
We called in our own crew partially because I will miss the
ft im AASU. They couldn't fig curious stares from people who
ure out what the problem was ei peek in the door and, for a mo
ther, and blamed it on the con ment, are willing to believe that
tractors. We were then faced it really is eight seconds to ten,
with the dilemma of what to do and partially because I am afraid
with an electric clock that had that the power is still on and I
just stopped ticking.
will end up shocking myself like
It was a nice clock, in good I did the time I tried to wire in a
condition. If we removed it, we new light socket and forgot to
would have a gaping hole in the turn the house current off.
wall with wires protruding. If
In any event, the clock on
we left it, we would constantly the wall has served as great a
have people coming into the of purpose broken as it did when it
fice, or peering quickly through was working. It has shown us
the door parroting the same how gullible we are to believe
question, "Is that clock right?" that what it presents is truth,
This, despite the fact that we even when our conscious minds
had pasted a lime green post-it know that this can't be.
note over the face of the clock
We are so used to clocks be
with a circle with a line drawn ing "correct" that we rarely
through it, as a warning to ev question that they could be
eryone that it was not perpetu wrong, and we aren't really sure
ally eight seconds to ten o'clock. we could tell time without them,
What really amused us was and are afraid to question what
the fact that at 3:30 in the after we cannot answer ourselves.
noon, people would still ask if
There is still something in
the time was correct. It was very side of me that will be sorry to
tempting to tell them yes.
see the old clock go. It is a fa
One young lady who bor miliar object in a world of cha
rowed our computer to type an otic disarray. It may not be cor
article, spent nearly three hours rect, but it is constant, and I
in front of the screen, as I ran wonder whether this is the way
errands and tried to amuse my it is with life: to want to believe
self while waiting to do much in a familiar truth, even when we
needed computer work of my know it is no longer working and
own.
needs replacement or repair.
When I returned for a third
The new clock is on the wall
time, I finally gained the nerve now, a few feet further down
to tell her that she had to move from the old one. We've decided
so that I could get my work to leave the old one where it is,
done.
as a reminder of human gullibil
She glanced up at the clock ity. Besides, there is always the
and asked, "Is that clock correct? possibility that one day, some
It's been ten o'clock ever since one will figure out why the old
I've got here."
one stopped working and fix it.
I am normally a kind person, It's always a possibility, at least.

vmw.leold.com

by Roger and Salem Salloom© 1997

When I would go to a party
I'd get very nervous that no one
would want to talk to me
which would make me even
more nervous.
So I would sit by myself
terrified that I looked lonely and
uninteresting.
But after a while a friend
came over and sat with me.
Whew, releived! I reminded him
that I owe d him some money
and that I woul d pay him a
dollar right now.
Pretty soon a girl came
over to talk to him. Then a girl
came over to talk to the first girl.
After a while / wa s surrounded
by people.
I started to feel anxious
and slipped over to a quiet dark
corner where no one would
bother me.
I felt a lit tle lonely and
miserable, and.... I lost a dollar.

marl

by Mark Paris?

off the mark

by Mark k

fi\\£ STCPTfT b&iNV our
GRTpT-TA&fiblG WATTR iSftiAT

/Vifty PRop is MSfV To P&m
\l4 WbC THoRHOOS

ftoRC&NN VA1"3...

RHMBB
ATLANTIC FEATURE c 1897 MARK PARKI

off the mark

m sorry, sir. Today is
Monday and your warranty
is only good on Thursdays."

?

by Mark Paf
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Super Crossword
ACROSS
1 Jason's ship
5 Fished for
lampreys
10 Clerical
vestment
15 Not closed
19 Give off
steam
20 Bump the
pot, in poker
21 Former Thai
coin
22 Feeling
resentment
23 Before and
after Louise
25 Before and
after Howard
27 Compass
direction
28 Confused
29 "I like —"
31 Western Sly
32 Leno of
comedy
33 "Emma" or
"Germinal"
35 Happening
37 Treaty org.
39 Sour ale
41 Worked the
dough
43 Scours
thoroughly
46 Sauna need
47 Time or love
follower
48 Dried up
50 Shake a leg
51 The Last —
I Saw Paris"
52 Around:
prefix

53 Scarlett's
96 Wine's
home
companion
55 German river 97 Mummy's
56 Brazilian bird
tomb
57 Events
protector?
59 Pays the bill 98 One of
61 Black bird
greater rank
62 Gives in
100 Shooting
return
from ambush
64 Consumer
102 St. George,
advocate
to the dragon
66 "Gone With 103 Farm units
the Wind105 Cattle
locale
roundup
68 Meal or cake 106 Region or
starter
sphere
69 —tac-toe
107 Ampersand
70 Urban music 109 Govt, agents
style
111 Luzon
71 Ladybugs,
Negrito
for Instance 112 Worker's
75 Have
tools
scruples
113 Balaam's
77 Black
steed
leopard
116 Before and
81 "—the King's
after Leslie
Mon"
119 Before and
after Martin
82 Disturbed the
nocturnal
122 Singing and
dancing girt
quiet
84 Isolated plant 123 Scene of the
or animal
crime
species
124 Typewriter
86 Biblical lion
type
87 Stringed
125i First-rate
Firs
instrument
126 Kaffir
89 Stick or beat
language
starter
127 Dutch
90 Pub order
cheeses
91 Very small
128 Rajah's wife
quantity
129 Wear away,
92 Decorate
bit by bit
94 Med. school
DOWN
sub].
1 Comedian

Johnson
Bay of
80 More ready
2 Check or
Biscay
for harvest
restrain
83 Operates
41 Broadway's
3 Before and
85 Ending for
Jerome
after Barry
42 Perfume
sap or duck
measure
88 Anagram of
4 Russian river
5 Classroom
44 Actor George
rice
adjunct
91 Twofold
45 Country
93 "...the
6 Atelier fixture
south of
7 Mona —
Hotspur of
Turkey
8 Canton
47 Hawaiian
the—"
follower
garlands
(Shakes.)
9 Deduces or
49 Assam
95 Long
Infers
silkworm
harangues
10 Ministers to
52 Signify
96 Shelves or a
11 Russian
54 Fascinate or
screen,
community
enchant
sometimes
12 Summer
57 Business
97 —Bow; the
desserts
transactions
"It" girl
13 Wine cellars, 58 Gratified
99 Eliminate
in France
completely
101 A concealed
14 Funeral
59 Appear at
danger
orations
intervals
102 U.S. Navy
15 Inquire
60 Special point
construction
16 Before and
of view
man
after Louis
63 Polka
104 Stitched
17 Code or rug
follower
106 French
18 Depend
65 Not clear and
Income
24 Island city in
distinct
107 Noted Greek
Quebec
67 Quick to
warrior
26 Hal of
learn
108 —
Hollywood
71 Semipre
contendere
30 Large New
cious stone 110 Zola heroine
Zealand
72 Escape
112 Acquisition
detection
parrot
114 Capital of
34 Curved
73 Before and
Yemen
molding
after John
115 Small
35 Annapolis
74 Rail bird
merganser
graduate
75 Require
117 Teacher's
36 Wobble
76 Complain
org.
38 Constant
77 Cone bearer 118 Bar offering
39 Essence of
78 Before and 120 Highest note
roses
after James
of the gamut
40 River to the
79-Wom away 121 Fall behind

Sana 00000 BCJOHB 000a
0000 Bnnos Bmaaa Bmao
noBBOBHOBB 0000000000

oon bbrh nao nana BOO
QflBBB BE!D00 BB00B
bbdbbo amnBinna 0011000

The smallest deer is the pud
of western South America. It i
about a foot high and weigh
about 20 pounds.
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Post Readiness
Enrichment Program

rofessorship Fund
Pirate's Computer Programming Distin
U's Graduates
lo:
Team Flex Their Muscles in and One of Georgia's Brightest Stars

Regional Division II Competition
By Stephen Jodis, Assistant Professor of Computer Science

The programming competiSavannah, GA.- Armstrong
tion
usually involves 50 to 75
SHUTS DOWN Florida Gators.
teams.
The regional competition
Armstrong ROLLS PAST South
is
divided
into two categories:
Carolina Gamecocks. Arm
one
for
schools
with graduate
strong over Auburn: 3 Years
Running. You might be wonder computer science programs and
ing to yourself, "Why havenft I the other for schools without
seen these headlines in the graduate programs.
In 1996 Armstrong's top
Sports Page?" Why isn't the
campus clamoring for a peek at finishing team was 14th out of
these fantastic Armstrong com- 28 among Division II schools
petitors? The answer lies in the and 32nd of 56 overall. The
fact that the above mentioned 1995 season had Armstrong finvictories are not posted by one ishing 4th of 36 in Division II
of Armstrong's fine athletic and a very respectable 11th out
teams but rather by their very of 61 schools overall. In 1994
fine Computer Programming the Pirates were 1st in the Divi
sion II competition and 10th
Teams.
The fictitious headlines in overall out of 68 teams partici
the story openingare in fact true pating.
It is worth mentioning that
results from the Southeastern
Regional Programming Compe the two teams that finish at the
tition during the past three years. top in the overall competition
Dr. Chuck Shipley of the get an all-expense- paid trip to
Department of Computer Sci the International Programming
ence coaches the Pirate pro- Contest held each year in congramming team. The team gath- junction with the national coners each fall quarter and begins ference of the Association of
preparations for the regional Computing Machinery. Dr.
competition which is held in Laurie White of the Armstrong
early November each year. The Computer Science department
Armstrong team travels each has been a judge at the regional
year to various sites throughout competition for five yearsand an
the region. This year the com- international judge for the past
petition will be held in Charles- six competitions. The internaton, SC but past sites have in- tional contest was held in San
eluded Miami, FL., Mobile,AL., Jose, CA in 1997 and will be
Orlando, FL., and Auburn, AL. held in Atlanta, GA in 1998.

S.T.A.R.S. - Students Taking
Active Reponsibility for Success
I. Classroom Survival Skills
November 13
College Burnout•
Thursday

November 18
Thursday

Jan Jones

lest Taking Skills
Iynn Benson

*

II. Personal Growth & Development Skills
October 14
Decision Making
Tuesday

October 21
Tuesday

October 23
Thursday

November 11
Tuesday

November 4
Tuesday

Jan Jones

Assertiveness/Communication Skills
lynn Benson

Stress Management

Public Relations Report

Chatham County in the Georgia
SAVANNAH,GA-For forty House of Representatives for
years Arthur M. Gignilliat, Jr., eight consecutive terms. He was
has helped build the Savannah chairman of t e
at am
Electric and Power Company. County delegation from
to
At his retirement dinner on Sep- 1980 and also chaired the Uni
tember 19, Savannah Electric versity System of Georgia Founannounced that it hasestablished dation Board of Directors,
the Arthur M. Gignilliat, Jr., DisWhile supporting the educa
tinguished Professorship Fund tional system of Georgia, i
would you rather be somein honor of his contributions to Gignilliat also supported higher | where else and why?
the company and the Savannah education back home in Savancommunity.
nah. He was presented the Arm- KG:"Yes, the program is kind of I
Gignilliat's association with strong Association s Distin boring."
Armstrong began when his father became one of the eight
original faculty members at
Armstrong Junior College. He
later graduated from Armstrong
and went on to receive a degree
in journalism from the Univer
sity of Georgia.
After returning to Savannah,
he joined the Savannah Electric
and Power Company and in
1982 was named president and
chief executive officer.
In addition to his devoted
service to Savannah Electric,
Gignilliat also represented

guished Alumni Award. He also
served on the AASU Foundation
Board of Directors as a member,
as treasurer, and as president. In
addition, Gignilliat addressed
the graduates of Armstrong At
lantic at winter commencement
in 1996.
The Arthur M. Gignilliat,
Jr., Distinguished Professorship
Fund will support the univ
ersity's goal of academic excel
lence by helping AASU attract
and retain the finest faculty
members who, in turn , attract
the finest students.

Piano Recital by Annual Job Fair
Denine LeBIanc Sponsored by
Armstrong &
WHAT: a recital by Denine
LeBIanc. Selections include
Savannah State
the Sonata in C Minor, Op.
13 by Beethoven, the Ballade
in F Major my Chopin, and
Fantasia by Fredrick Speck.
LebBlanc is an instructor of
piano ar the Preparatory De
partment of University of
Louisville School of Music.
WHEN:

September 27
8:00 P.M.

WHERE:

Fine Arts
Auditorium

COST:

Free and open
to the public

CONTACT: 927-5325

WHAT: a job fair designed
to provide information on job
opportunities and career op
tions. Last year's employers
include BP Oil, Medical Uni
versity of South Carolina,
Georgia Department of Au
dits, and Savannah Labs.

WHERE: King Frazier Ball
room at Savannah State.
WHEN: Wednesday, October
15, from 9:00 A.M. to 2:00
P.M.
CONTACT: Lorie Durant,
Director of Career Services,
AASU, 927-5269

Katie Humphrey

Pathfinders http://www.armstrong.edu

Stretching \our Dollar

Helping You Map Out The Posibilities

Katie Humphrey

Applying to Graduate School
Lorie Durant

Sign up in Student Affairs on the second floor of the MCC

Over the summer, the Ink.
well hosted 4 studentsparticipating in PREP. The students were
to do volunteer work in various'
departments at the university,
The Inkwell decided to put
our four volunteers to work in-,
terviewing their peers to dicover
how they flet about participating in the program.
Raven Rogers interviewed
Kelli Grubs of Jenkins High
School:

Need help choosing a major? Interested in finding out
which career fields you may be best suited for? If so,
then visit the latest addtion to AASU's online advise
ment services- Pathfinders.
* NontradUional LeanUno

RR: Who persuaded you to be I
in the PREP prgram?
KG: "My sister."
RR: What part of the program is,
the most enjoyable to you? ?
KG:"The electives have beet
the most enjoyable part., Tbth
elective I have done that's fur.
is cheering."
RR: What is the least enjoyabi;
thing in the PREP program?

,

KG: "I don't like lunch because the food is nasty."
RR: What did you expect of this
I program?
KG: "I thought it was going to
I be fun. I thought I was going to
meet new people."
Michael Fowler ni terviewed
Andrew Holmes who said his
teacher put him in PREP it
eighth grade at Tompkins
Middle School. Fowler discov
ered that Holmes considers
PREP to be a learning
experiecne and found it fun and
exciting.

Ashley Wilson interviewed^.
Monica Taylor who was enjoyI ing the program and found that
| it was very much like she h ad ^
thought it would be, but that the
I program needed to be better or
ganized. She has most enj
experiencing college life.
Another student, interviewed
Sharita Robinson who attended
PREP to learn more during the
summer and have her mind re
stored before school restarted®
the Fall. Sharita said that she J
was enjoying most of the pf°'
I gram, but preferred the elective
courses to the academics. One
of her favorite teachers was MrsCrawford.

October 9,1997

Life's easier with I0< a minute, AT&T Call Organizer"
and Student Advantage". It's all FREE just for being with AT&T.
• ICty A MINUTE—AT&T Simple Rates®—on long distance calls from home to anywhere in the
U.S. from 7pm-7am weekdays and all weekend long; 25^ a minute all other times.
• FREE AT&T CALL ORGANIZER: no more hassles—use your personalized code before you
dial, and we'll tally your phone bill by roommate (up to 12 pe ople per bill).
• FREE STUDENT ADVANTAGE: get special offers and up to 50% off every day at thousands
of your favorite neighborhood places and national sponsors—like Kinko's? Tower Records®
and Amtrakf
AI&I Simple Rates is available to AI&I residential long distant e subsci ibei s. is subject to billing availability and can't be combined with any olhci domestic savings options. I ins plan
also offers rates for other types of calls on your main-billed account, call f or details. I roli
n by 11/10/97. Plan is available until 17/11/97. If AI&I Simple Rales billing isn't av.iilable in
your aiea. you'll be enrolled m the AI&I One Rate Plan.

Get it all FREE with one easy call.

Call I-800-878-3872
o r

v i s i t

w w w . a t t . c o m / c o l l e g e / n p . h t m l

I t 's

all

w i t h i n

yo ur

reach

AT&T
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Who's Who Applications National Science Founda "Twit Who?" - Psychology
The Student Activities must be returned by 6:00 p.m. tion Graduate Research Club at AASU Makes Plans
Committee is soliciting applica Thursday, October 23. Nomi Fellowship Competition
tions for nomination to the 1998 nees will be included in the 1998
The National Science For A Busy School Season
edition of Who's Who and re
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edition of Who's Who Among
Students in American Colleges
and Universities. Applicants
must graduate prior to D ecem
ber 31,1998, possess at least a
2.0 grade point average and have
held an office in co-curricular or
service activities at Armstrong.
Each applicant must also sit for
a brief interview with the Student Activities Committee.

ceive a certificate acknowledg
ing their selection at the SGA's
annual awards convocation in
May.

P.S. Mark your calendars for
Celebrate AASU, Thursday,
October 9, 1997. In addition to
an organizational fair there will
be games, food, entertainment,
fund-raisers, contests, free TApplications are available in shirts and the dedication of one
the Student Activities Office and huge classroom building.

Office of Volunteer and Service
Learning Opens on Campus
If you are interested in paid
The Division of Student Af
fairs has an exciting new pro opportunities, the Cooperative
gram beginning this fall! The Education Program at AASU is
Office of Volunteer and Service designed to allow students to
Learning has been established to gain valuable "real world" work
develop and coordinate oppor skills while attending college.
tunities for experiential educa Co-oping as academic program
tion for students, faculty, and that combines traditional on
staff. These will include com campus academic course work
munity service through with pra ctical on-the-job train
volunteerism, service learning, ing through employment in lo
internships and cooperative edu cal, regional or national indus
cation. Community service tries.
through an educational setting
Internships are also"on-thecan extend the educational pro job" training which may or may
cess by applying what you learn not be supplemented financially.
in the classroom to real-life situ Some programs of study here at
ations. Benefits for the student AASU have internships ar
include increased self-esteem, ranged through the individual
enhanced intellectual and aca departments. If your major de
demic development, enhanced partment does not have anestab
career skills and opp ortunities, lished program and you need
increased leadership develop assistance in locating a possible
ment and an increased under internship site, we may be ab le
standing of diverse environ to help.
ments. Benefits for the at-large
Opportunities for commu
community and the community nity service range from "one
of AASU include creating a time only" projects to ongoing
stronger alliance in solving so needs such as tutoring and
cial and economic problems co mentoring. Future plans for the
operatively.
AASU program include projects
Additionally, having volun- nationally and even internationteer and experiential education ally. Yo u can apply Individually
during your college years can for projects or come as a class
give you an advantage when you or campus oiganization. There
begin applying for a job when is always a place for you!
you graduate. Many employers
The Office of Volunteer and
look for experience beyond the Service Learning will serve as a
classroom and evidence that a clearinghouse to assist in matchprospective employee has ing students needs with commuknowledge and insight i nto the nity needs. For more informareal world . Contacts made tion on any of the above proand "networking" done while grams, call Ms. Jan Jones in the
performing community service Division of Student Affairs at
or internships/cooperative edu- 927-5271 or stop by Room 211
cation experiences can help you in the Memorial College Center
get a foot in the door.
to set up an appointment.

Foundation (NSF) will award
approximately 1,000 new
Graduate Research Fellow
ships (Graduate Fellowships
and Minority GraduateFellowships) to support graduate
study in science, mathemat
ics, and engineering.
Fellowships are awardec
for graduate study leading to
research-based master's or
doctoral degrees in fields of
science, mathematics, and en
gineering supported by the
NSF. Applications must be
citizens , nationals, or perma
nent resident aliens of the
United States at the time of
application. Separate compe
titions are conducted for
Graduate Fellowships and Mi
nority Graduate Fellowships
each with additional awards
offered for womenin engineer
ing and computer and informa
tion science. Minority Gradu
ate Fellowships areavailable to
members of ethnic minority
groups that traditionally have
been underrepresented on the
advanced levels of the Nation's
science and engineering talent
pool.
Each three-year fellowship
provides a stipend of $15,000
for 12-month tenures, and a
cost-of-education allowance of
$9,500 per tenure year.
Graduate and Minority
Graduate Fellowships are
awarded on the basis of abil
ity, including academic
records, recommendations re
garding the applicant's quali
fications, and Graduate Record
Examinations (GRE) scores.
The deadline for applying
in the 1998 competition is No
vember 6, 1997. Awards will
be announced in late March
1998. The NSF contacts with
Oak Ridge Associated Univer
sities (ORAU) to provide the
support services for this pres
tigious fellowship program.
For additional information,
contact the NSF Graduate Re
search Fellowship Program,
ORAU, PO Box 3010, Oak
Ridge, TN 37831-3010, phone
(423) 241-4300, E-mail
nsfgrfp@orau.gov, or fax (423)
241-4513.
Established in 1946,
ORAU is a consortium of 88
doctoral-granting colleges and
universities that serves the gov
ernment, academia, and the pri
vate sector in important areas
of science and technology.

attend. Watch for more details.
The E.B. Twityer Society is
Are you a psychology ma- renowned for their popular an
jor?Are you thinking of becom- nual banquet, which was held
ing a psychology major? Are last May at Palmer's oi
you interested in psychology? If Wilmington Island. Those who
you answered "yes" to any of the attended witnessed the hilarious
above questions, you are invited "roasting" of the faculty,as well
to join Armstrong's own psy- as special presentations to
chology club, E.B. Twitmyer graduating seniors.
Over the summer.tlit
Society.
Edwin B. Twitmyer was a Twitmyer Society kept in toucl
psychologist who reportedly dis by sponsoring a cookout on
covered the conditioned reflex banks of the Wilmington River
at the same time as Ivan Pavlov. Response to the event was st
However, while "pavolv's Dog" enthusiastic that he grou p
has had a great impact on sci planned a Low Country Boil oi
ence, Twitmyer's data fell into Sunday, October 19.
More events are planned fc
virtual obscurity.
But his name lives on at Vic the fall, including visits fron
tor Hall, where the Department representatives of local o rgani
of Social and Behavioral Sci zations, food drives, and a spe
ences holds a meeting at least cial opportunity to see a fa
once a month for anyone inter performance of "One Flew Ova
ested in the study of human be the Cuckoo's Nest" performs
live by the City Lights Theate
havior.
Those who cannot attend Company in November. Andc'
lunchtime meetings (look for course, Santa is scheduled li
flyers announcing meeting place bring treats to all Twits at
and dates) are welcome to join annual Christmas Party.
in the fun during movie nights.
Membership in the E.B
Last year, the club hosted spe Twitmyer Society is free, and tin
cial "screenings" of psychology- benefits are immeasurable
related movies, including "The Watch for details regarding up
Madness of King George" and coming events, and for more in
"one Flew Over the Cuckoo's formation. drop by the D epart
Nest." The first screening this ment of Social and Behaviora
year will be held Wednesday, Science, second floor, Victor
October 8 at Studio A, located Hall. You can also receive infor
just inside the MCC cafeteria. The mation via e-mail at- peterscl®
movies are free and anyone can pirates.armstrong.edu.
by Claire A. Peterson

off the mark

by Mark Parisi
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AEROBICS
MONDAY - FRIDAY
12:10
MONDAY - THURSDAY
5:15
SPORTS CENTER
NORTH BALCONY
OPEN TO AASU STUDENTS,
FACULTY, AND STAFF

LYNN RORERTS
921-2080

INTRA MURALS &
RECREATIONAL
ACTIVITIES

A*SU
ARMSTHCNO ARANTC
Swore Uwviwmr

I
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Hey, have you heard about that new restaurant in town?
October 9,1992
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By Patrick O'Conner

Over the last four decades,
fast food has become an Ameri
can institution. While the open
ing of a McDonalds, Burger
King, or KFC might generate a

fanfare bordering on hysteria in
say, Paris or Moscow, it is rare
that anyone notices such an
event here. The arrival of Sonic,
however, has been greeted with
a level of excitement generally
not associated with burger
joints. The national chain, with
its drive-up service and wait
resses on roller skates has man
aged to give fast food a refresh
ing new twist. The new loca
tion, on Montgomery Cross
roads, has been so successful
that not only is the place full
most of the time, butcars can of
ten be seen waiting for one of
the drive-up spaces to become
available.
Many AASU students who
had eaten at Sonic in other cities
were pleased to hear that Savan
nah now had one of its own. "I've
been eating at the one in
Statesboro for a couple of years",
stated senior Danny Parrish, "It's

about time we got one
here!"
The menu has all of
the standard fast food
fare, plus a variety of ap
petizers, desserts, and
drinks unmatched any
where in town. "The
burgers were good, but
what I really liked was
the vanilla cokes" Said
Leslie Waterbrook. The
menu also includes
milk-shakes, bananasplits, Jalepeno poppers,
Coney Island hot dogs,
and cheese sticks. Prices
are reasonable. Sonic
hasn't entered the .990
burger wars waged by other
chains of late, but youcan still get
a decent meal for about four dol
lars.
What really distinguishes
the place, however, is the em
phasis on atmosphere and cus

tomer service. Instead of stand
ing in line forever, you simply
order from your car or table;
then just sit back and wait a few
minutes until one of the wait
resses skates out with your food.
By borrowing from an era long

since passed, Sonic has managed
to stay on the cutting edge offast
food. The "secret" of their suc
cess is that they realize some
thing the other burger joints have
long forgotten: people go out to
eat to have a good time.

Student Opinion Poll
SPS Photographers Brian Polcynzski and Des Purcell interviewed AASU students and
asked them what they
thought of the new Sonic Restaurant on Montgomery
Cross Road, just past
Bartlett middle school. Some of the students didn't even
know there was a Sonic in
Savannah, some had never heard of Sonic before. The
restaurant opened in
September to packed crowds. Georgia Southern students
have been eating at Sonic
in Statesboro for years. If you know of any really good,
fun places to
s eat or hang out at in Savannah or the Richmond Hill
area, let us
know. We know for a fact that most of AASU's professors hang
out at the Publix by BSU on Abercorn for lunch, and
the
Salad Bar at Godfather's Pizza across the street offers.
a huge take-out salad for $1.69 during the lunch hour,
't forget to ask area restaurants if they offer stu
dent discounts on meals. If you have a valid
ID card you can get 10% off regularly
priced menu items at the McDonalds
"I like the seats outside... It's better
across the street, and Godfather's
than the one in Statesboro." - Tasha
It was weird! They come up to your
offers a free coke with the
Otis
car on rollerskates! It's sort of ex
purchase of their pizza buffet.
pensive for fastfood, but it's really
close to my house."- Kari Haley

i

"They have better shakes than any
place in Savannah." - Terence
Hennessy

The Burgers were pretty good, but
what I really liked was the vanilla
coke!"-Leslie Waterbrook

"It's got it goin' on... the Ocean wa
ter drink is the best." - Jimmy
Mitchell

"I had a chocolate malt. It was
good." - Chris Morgan
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Sierra Club Art Show Heldat AASU
Artwork from the 1997
Coastweeks Photography and
Exhibition sponsored by the
Coastal Group Sierra Club is on
display in th e Fine Arts Gallery
until Octobe r 17th. The theme
for this years exhibit was "Man
and the Coast".
Many AASU students par
ticipated and won awards. This

year, Rachel Green, an Assistant
Professor of Art at AASU, was
one of the three judges. Green's
own art work has strong envi
ronmental themes. She works
primarily in the media of sculp
ture and fiber and has had work
displayed in galleries in Savan
nah, New York, and Chicago. In
1997, she received an award of

Rest in Show
Coastscapes
Ossabaw- Curt Hames
Audubon/Best Bird
Wildlife
Heron in Morning Light- Joanne Wells
Man and the Coast
1st placeNature calls- Joseph Sheilds
2nd placeGood Seats- Joseph Shields
3rd placeMir's Missing Part- Setona Page
Coastscapes
1st placeLittle Tybee- Bobby Ray Tipton
2nd placeThe Light and the Marsh- Gregory Williams
3rd placeHale-Bopp and the Cresent Moon- Bryan Stovall
Abstracts and Patterns
1st placeSt. Catherine's- Curt Hames
2nd placeTidal Creek Savannah- Eric Hartley
3rd placePalms- Mordonsage- Robert Bell
Wildlife
lstplaceHeron in Morning Light- Joanne Wells
2nd placeMidstroke- Charles Parker
3rd placeDiamond Back Terrapin- Brad Winn
Honarable Mention
Coastscapes
Lighthouse Door: Hunting Island - Christy Jackson
Abstracts & Patterns
Coastal Rythms- Setona Page
Old Sheldon Church Ruins- Eric Hartley
Man and the Coast
Untitled
Desmal Purcell
Coastscapes
"It's OK"- Bobby Ray Tipton
Man and the Coast
The Wall Within- Gregory MacDonald
Man and the Coast
North Beach Tybee Island- Setona Page
Man and the Coast
Fiery Down- Randy Thompson
Abstracts & Patterns

recognition from the Georgia
Women's History Month Com
mittee and the Georgia Com
mission on Women ,for her con
tributions in the visual arts.
Below is a list of winners
and photographs of AASU
competitors with their work and
awards.

Desmal Purcell- AASU Student- Honorable Mention

-i -1 IHy' v •

—-—_

Setona Page- AASU Graduate

Robert Bell- AASU Student

4 WATER facts & figures
(NAPS)—Nearly three-fourths of
the Earth's surface is covered with
water. On the average, each person
who lives in a city or on a modern
farm in the U.S. requires more than
50 gallons of water a day for per
sonal and household use.

Most tornadoes last less than
an hour and travel a distance of
about 20 miles at speeds of ten
to 25 miles an hour.

** *

Any time you use water,
whether you drink it directly or
use it to brush your teeth or clean
your cookware, you expose your
self to whatever is in the water. In
1996, studies reported by the
Journal of American Water Works
Association showed between 100
and 300 million microorganisms
per liter in 107 drinking water
sources that were studied.
* **

Charlie Parker- Second Place

Many outdoor enthusiasts keep
their water safe and tasty with a
First Need® pur ifier. It is the only
"purifier" certified to EPA stan
dards that adds no chemicals to
the water. It purifies instantly
and removes all three types of
water contaminants: microbiologi
cal, chemical, and aesthetic.

Weighing only 15 ounces, it can
purify almost two quarts of water
per minute. A free brochure is
available by writing: General
Ecology, Inc., 151 Sheree Blvd.,
Exton, PA. 19341 or calling 1-800441-8166. Visit the Web site at:
http://www .general -ecology.com

Although brown hairy tarantu
la spiders look fierce, their bites
are no more dangerous than bee
stings.
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Drive-In Movie Returns
to AASU this November

Fastweb Offers Money for College
Through Free Scholarship Search
Millions of students are dent begins the search by filling
turning to the World Wide Web out an electronic profile which
in search of scholarships to includes questions about the
fund the cost of their college student's major, college or univer
education- and best of all, it's sity, hobbies, area of study, GPAcompletely FREE.
anything that can possibly give
Using any computer con the student a scholarship.
nected to theInternet, students are
Oscar Vasquez, Director of
logging onto www.fastweb.com Financial Aid at Columbia Uni
to search through a data base of versity, states that students at this
over 275,000 scholarships, valued school have successfully found
at over $750 million in private scholarships totaling $13,000 us
scholarships, grants and loans. ing the FastWEB service.
FastWEB electronically matches
New for the 1997-98
the contents of this financial aid school year and exclusive to
database to the demographic pro FastWEB, the search will go
file of each user toidentify awards one step further introducing
appropriate for each student.
E-Scholarships allowing stu
The FastWEB scholarship dents to research more than
search takes just minutes. A stu $750 million in financial aid.

Wkf
f>-

MR. JOIMES
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MR.SMITH

MEN IN B LACK

Saturday November 1st
brings back one of the Campus
Union Board's most successful
programs of last year - The Great
College Drive-In Movie. This
year we will be featuring one of
the biggest blockbusters of t he
summer, MEN IN BLACK, star
ring Will Smith and Tommy Lee
Jones. CUB was able to get
MIB before it comes out o n
video so come on out to th e
Sport Center parking lot for an
evening of entertainment! It will
start around dark-thirty so don't
be late! Concessions will be
available. Don't worry if y ou
are parked away from the screen,
the soundtrack will be transmit
ted via AM radio so everyone
will be able to hear!

The Philosophical
Debate is hosting a
social gathering on
Saturday November ist, at 7:30
P.M. Costumes are encouraged.
The Dinner will be a covered dish.
For more information and directions call 921-7322.

ROllING STONE, Peter Trovers

"THIS SUMMER'S NUMBER
ONE JOY RIDE!"

By J. Dion Couch

FREE T-SHIRT

+$1000
Credit Card fundraisers
for fraternities, sororities
& groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
$5.00/VISA application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext 65.
Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.

Celebrate AASU Booths and Offerings
Alumni Affairs- Ice Cream "free"
Student Affairs- Tacos & Nachos
Graduate Office- Popcorn "free"
Athletics- Hot Dogs & Coca Cola "free"
Student Government Association- Chili, bake sale (?)
The Philosophical Debate Group/Sigma Tau Delta
Computer Information Services
Inkwell- Vegetarian Chili, baked goods
Early Childhood Ed.- candied apples/apple based goodies
French Club - Cercle frangais- baked goods
Physical Therapy Club- baked goods/ massages
Anthropology Club- baked goods/beverages
Beta Beta Beta- chili, baked goods
Public Safety- baked goods
American Chemical Society- baked goods, frozen lemonade
riant Operations- potted plants
History/Phi Alpha Theta
Human Resources- beef stew
Lane Library- Chili
Semester Conversion/SGAEbony Coalition
Unity and Diversity League- baked goods
Middle/Secondary Ed.
AASU Gospel Choir
Dental Hygiene/S.A.D.H.A.- desserts
Radialogic Technology- chili, baked goods, jambalya
ca emic Services/Nontraditional Learning- spiced cider
caramel apples, popcorn balls
B.S.N. Dept.- blood pressure readings "free "

1997 Job Fairs
The Office of Career Services
would like to announce two ca
reer fairs scheduled for Fall
Quarter 1997:
Coastal Universities Career Fair
Wednesday, October 15, 1997,
from 9 - 2, at Savannah State
University's campus,KingFrazier Ballroom.
This fair is co-sponsored by
AASU & SSU.
/
Each year the universities take
turns holding the fair on their re
spective campuses.
Career Opportunities 1997
Tuesday, November 4, 1997,
from 10 - 4, at Cobb Galleria,
Atlanta, GA
This fair is sponsored by many
collges & universities in Geor
gia to assist students and alumni
in their job search.
Both fairs are free of charge and
all students and alumni encour
aged to attend. For more infor
mation please call Lorie Durant
927-5269.

Nature, Culture,
Profit, Loss-

CAMPUS REP
WANTED

Art Show Explores
Environmental Issues
What: an art show by AASU
Professor Rachel Green and
Harry Delorme about coastal
environmental issues like the
state of the aquifer and the pro
posed mining adjacent to the
Okefenokee Swamp. Pieces in
clude paintings, fiber arts, sculp
tures, and mixed media works.
The artists hope to generate dis
cussions and suggestions for lo
cal environmental groups and
government representatives.
When: Now throughOctober 27
Where: School of Visual Arts/
Savannah
110 East Presidents Street
Free and open to the public
Call 927-5325

OF NOTE: Funding providing
by the City of Savannah Cultural
Affairs Department and hosted
by the School of Visual Arts.

ROLLING STO Hi, Peter Tro.ers

"THIS SUMMER'S NUMBER ONE JOY RIDE!
! A PLAYFULLY HIP AND HILARIOUS COMEDY!"
MR.JONES

MR.SMITH

MEN ll\|
BLACK

The nation's leader in college marketing
is seeking an energetic, entrepreneurial
student for the position of campus rep.
No sales involved. Place advertising on
bulletin boards for companies such as
American Express and Microsoft.
Great part-time job earnings. Choose
your own hours; 4-8 hours per week
required. Call:
Campus Rep Program
American Passage Media. Inc.
100 West Harrison St. Suite S-150
Seattle. WA 98119
(800) 487-2434 Ext. 4444

Clasifieds
Classified ad rates: Students and
faculty- $7.50 per 25 wordsFree bold heading. Business
rate- $12.50 per column inch.
Call 927-5351 or e-mail
(inkwell @mailgate.armstrong.edu)
Private English Riding
Lessons
all levels of experience
located near Skidaway Island
$15 an hour- Call 354-8280

Earn
$750 - $1500/week
Raise all the money your group
needs by sponsoring a VISA
Fundraiser on your campus. No
investment & very little time
needed. There's no obligation, so
why not call for information today.
Call 1-800-323-8454 x 95.

Earn Money and FREE TRIPS!!
Absolute Best SPRING BREAK
Packages available!! INDIVIDUALS,
student ORGANIZATIONS, or small
GROUPS wanted!! Call INTERCAMPUS PROGRAMS at 1-800-3276013 or http://www.icpt.com

Urannfioe
Application for Employment: I am thegreatest thing since sliced
bread. Actually, I'd like tobe do
NAME: Tray O' Dung
ing that now.
DO YOU CERTIFY THAT THE
DESIRED POSITION: Reclin ABOVE IS TRUE AND COM
ing. Ha Ha. But seriously, PLETETO THE BESTOF YOUR
whatever's available. If I was KNOWLEDGE?: No, but I dare
in a position to be picky, I you to proveit otherwise.
wouldn't be here in the first
SIGN HERE: Scorpio with libra
place.
rising.
DESIRED SALARY: $185,000
a year plus stock options and
a Michael Ovitz style sever Philosophy
ance package. If that's not pos Submitted by Geoffrey Briggs
sible, m ake an offer and we
can haggle.
Do one thing every day that
scares you.
EDUCATION: Yes
Don't be reckless with other
LAST POSITION HELD:
people's hearts. Don't put up
Target for middle-manage with people who are reckless
ment hostility.
with yours.
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Tales O' Terror coming to
Flannery O'Connor House

Get to know your parents. You
never know when they'll be gone
for good. Be nice to your sib
lings. They're your best link to
your past and the people most
likely to stick with you in the AASU's Drama group, The
future.
Masquers, will be haunting the
childhood home of Flannery
Understand that friends come O'Connor this October 24 - 26
and go, but with a precious few
while presenting Tales O' Terror
you should hold on.
IV. T he performance, presented
in the O'Connor parlor, consists
Live in New York City once, but
leave before it makes you hard. of an evening of readings from
Live in Northern California the masters of the macabre. Past
once, but leave before it makes productions have included tales
and poems from Edgar Allen
you soft.
Poe, Mark Twain, Emily
Travel. Travel a lot. Travel Dickinson, Jack London and H.
P. Lovecraft.
Passionately
"The purpose of Tales
Respect your elders, you'll be O'Terror is simply to have some
their age too one day.
Halloween fun," states Dr. Pe
ter Mellen, director of the
Be careful whose advice you Masquers, "and to allow stu
buy, but be patient with those dents who, because of work or
who supply it. Advice is a form family commitments, really can
of nostalgia. Dispensing it is a not get involved in a standard
way of fishing the past from the
Masquers production".
disposal, wiping it off, painting
Mellen explained that the pro
over the ugly parts and recycling
cess of getting involved in Tales'
it for more than it's worth.
O'Terror is very simple. " Any
one
intersted should contact my
Enjoy Life- the alternative isn't
self,
Dr. Roger Miller or Dr.
worth the effort.

Beverly Forrest. If you have
something you think would
make a good reading bring it
along. Or, if you want to per
form, but don't have a reading
we can supply you with one.
Once you have your reading, we
arrange one or two practice ses
sions with Dr. Miller, Dr.Forrest
or myself. Then we all meet
down at the O'Connor House
and scare the audience silly."
Those who wish to attend the
performance may make reserva
tions by calling the Dept of
Lang., Lit. and Drama ( 9275289) begining Oct. 15. There
is limited seating and reserva
tions are on a first come first
serve basis. The performance is
free, but the audience is encour
aged to make a donations to the
O'Connor House. For further
information concerning Tales O'
Terror, or any Masquers produc
tion, please contact Dr. Mellen
(102B Gamble) or Dr. Miller
(207A Gamble).

SALARY: Less than I'm worth. Remember compliments you
receive. Forget the insults. If you
MOST NOTABLE ACHIEVE succeed in doing this, tell me
MENT: My incredible collec how.
tion of stone pens and post-it
notes.
Keep your old love letters.
Throw away your old bank state
REASON FOR LEAVING: It ments.
sucked.
Stretch.
HOURS AVAILABLE TO
WORK: Any
Don't feel guilty if you don't
know what you want to do with
PREFERRED HOUR S: 1:30 - your life. The most interesting
3:30 p.m. Monday, Tuesday people I know didn't know at 22 Submitted by Michelle Roberts:
and Thursday.
what they wanted to do with
their lives. Some of the most A student wrote letter to
DO YOU HAVE ANY SPE interesting 40-year-olds I know his home:
CIAL SKILLS: Yes, but they're still don't.
The British Broadcasting Corporation made the world's first TV
broadcasts in 1936.
better sutied to a more inti
Dear Dad!
mate environment.
Get plenty of calcium. Be kind This School i$ really great. I am
to your knees. You'll miss them making lot$ of friend$ and
MAY WE C ONTACT YOUR when they're gone.
Studying very hard.
CURRENT EMPLOYER?:
Mathematics, aStronomy, and
If I had one, would I be here? Maybe you'll marry, maybe you economics are the Subjects I
won't. Maybe you'll have chil like. With all my Stuff, I Simply
DO YOU HAV E ANY PHYSI dren, maybe you won't. Maybe can't think of anything I need,
2805 Bull Street
CAL CONDITIONS THAT you'll divorce at 40, maybe So if you would like, you can
Savannah, Ga 31405
WOULD PROHIBIT YOU you'll dance the funky chicken ju$t Send me a po$t card, a$ I
on
your
75th
wedding
anniver
at
the
corner of Bull and Victory Drive. *
would love to See a letter from
FROM LIFTING UPTO 50 LBS?:
sary.
Whatever
you
do,
don't
you.
Of what?
congratulate yourself too much,
DO YOU HAVE ACAR?: I think or berate yourself either. Your Love,
choices are half chance. So are Your Son
the more appropriate question
/0
everybody else's.
here would be,"Do you have a car
Does not apply to already discounted
that runs?"
Enjoy your body. Use it every
in-store specials, Horse Feed or Hay.
A week later he received a letter
way you can. Don't be afraid of
HAVE YOU RECEIVED AN Y it or of what other people think from home:
BIL JAC, IAMS, EUKANUBA, SCIENCE DIET, N UTRO
AWARDS OR RECOGNITION?: of it. It's the greatest instrument
Dear Son,
MAX, EAGLE AND DIAMOND PET FOODS
I may already be a winnerof the you'll ever own.
I kNOw that trigoNOmetry,
ALSO, SUNSEED BIRDSEED, SMALL ANIMAL
Oublishers Clearinghouse Sweep
stakes.
DIETS, HORSE FOOD, HAY, PLANTS, SEEDS,
Dance, even if you have no astroNOmy, and ecoNOmics are
eNOugh
to
keep
even
an
hoNOr
GARDENING SUPPLIES, FLEA CONTROL
where to do it but your living
student busy. Do NOt forget that
DO YOU SMOKE?: Only when room.
PRODUCTS AND WORMERS AND MUCH MORE!!
the pursuit of kNOwledge is a
set on fire.
Read the directions, even if you NOble task, and you can never
IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO START PLANTING YOUR
leam eNOugh.
WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO don't follow them.
FALL GARDEN. COME BY AND CHECK OUT OUR
BE DOING IN FIVE YEARS?:
NEW SHIPMENT O
LOWERS AND PLANTS!
Living inBimini with afabulously Do not read beauty magazines. Love,
They
will
only
make
you
feel
ugly.
Dad
—
wealthy supermodel who thinks

Utcfoqj Feed and Seed Ce,

10

O/ Faculty/Student
* Discount w/valid ID

Me5is
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Volksmarching: Walking for Fun and ["
^ Operation
_
Honura of
Fitness- Europeans do it better, but... j
By David Bowman
I Pool- M-F 12:00p.m.- 1:25p.m. T/Th 7:30p.m.-9:30p.m.
Kom
mit
zum
wandern."
food,
and
a
variety
of
beverages
|
"v™ ""
•
Sat/Sun 1:00p.m.-6:00p.m.
Come with us wandering is the are located at the beginning, the |
slogan in much of Europe, referring to the sport of
"volksmarching." (Which liter
ally means: people walking).
Many people in the United
States look disdainfully at walk
ing as a form of excercise,
preffering instead to ran or par
ticipate in a faster paced sport
such as basketball or football. In
Europe; however, the popular
excercise is walking. A quick
paced walk,
not paiiiu.uraiy
particuraly lasi,
fast,
vvoia, iiui

diovascular workout. And walking doesn't have the negative
effects on the joints as running
rlnpc

does'

middle, and the end of every |
walk. The atmoshphere
festive and most who
marching fall in love with
1
0 .
Unfortunately, the support
for the sport in the United States
is too low for any clubs to offer !
these extras. Not enough people

„

. ,

,

,,

•

,

I Tenni s Courts- Always
-j - open unless there is a class or
' previously scheduled event.
beverage. There is only the J
wa There are three walks in sa-1 Cafeteria- M- F(Breakfast) 7:00a.m.-10:00a.m.
mere are inree waiKS in oa- •
.
^
^ ^
SS?'&EZ2&SL! (Continental) 10:00a.m.-10:30a.m. (Lunch) ll:00a.m,
These particular walks are called | 2:00p.m. (Limited Service) 2:00p.m.-4:00p.m. (Dinner)
'year rounders,' and are open | .
— . . „~
^
every weekend (except holi- | 4:UUp.m.-/:UUp.m. rTl. 4:UUp.m.-O.UUp.m.
^
°PP°
y one i S a
t f TmK
f i l -a
1 ?-f)f)n
m -19-3f)r> m
dL
d 1Z
weekend a year. Thereisawalk | ^
^ r i k -111
-UUPm
- l^Up.m.
through downtown Savannah. It | Sun.(Dinner) 4:30p.m.-5:30p.m.
x

iw

—A

as

*-~

—i-

•

sed t0 onl

lya

a

«

^ ^

^

starts at 8:30 in the morning and |
ends at 4:00 in the afternoon. •
This is a beautifull walk •
amongst the historic buildings •

Library- M-Th 7:30a.m.-11:00p.m. Fri. 7:30a.m. 5:00p.m.
and squares of savannah. The j Sat. 10:00a.m.-7:00p.m. Sun. 12:00p.m.-l 1:00p.m.
starting point is at the Whistle .
Stop Cafe, 303 Marin Luther J
King Jr. B lvd, right next to the
Student Affairs- M-F 8:00a.m.-5:00p.m
-f

O

i_

TH

1

visitor center. Wormsloe State :
rant also
aiso sponsors a walk.
•
Park

A

It's Swank...The Return Of Swing Dancing | Student Activities- M-Th 8:OOa.m.-8:OOp.m.
(NAPS)—Call it swank, hep or
totally cool, swing dancing has
returned. A new generation of
swingers is cutting the rug on
dance floors across the country,
drawing inspiration from the hep
cats and elegant babes of the '30s
and '40s.
"Swing is all about graceful
movement," said Kathy Reynolds,
president, women's division,
Jockey International, "and there's
no better way to showcase the ele
gance of dancing legs than with
our new line of Jockey For Her®
hosiery, which offers a sheer, sen
suous look and unparalleled dura
bility. And if Leg Designs® can
hold up on a dance floor, imagine
how well it performs every day."
Once you've got the look, you're
ready to start swingin'. The
essence of Swing is the music—
the rhythm defines every move.
The trademark stance is a loose,
casual hold on the lady's back,
with the man's left hand and the
female's right hand dropped to
waist level. The steps are taken
with bent knees and a bounce,
and on all steps the weight is on
the ball of the foot.
Today there are many different
styles of Swing, the most popular
of which are East Coast or Lindy
and West Coast Swing. In its sim
plest form, East Coast Swing is a
repeating pattern of four steps per
six counts of music. In a nutshell:
Men go: Left, Right, back-step
(repeats over and over)
Women go: Right, Left, backstep (repeats over and over)
Timing is the same for the man
and the woman—Slow-SlowQuick-Quick (repeats). The Slow-

3

a
to

'4'volkl'J Weight Room- M-F 6:00a.m.-8:00a.m. M/W/F 11:30a.m.
e'supp rt 8:30p.m. T/Th 12:00p.m.-8:30p.m. Sat/Sun l:OOp.m.-6:OOp.m

days

Despite the popularity of
running, volksmarching has
started to appear in the states,
Tourists who spent time in Europe, including a large number
of soldiers and their families,
nUVP Kmiirrlrf Ko<-»L- «-» nmnt 1^,,^
have
brought back a great love
of the sport of walking.
A typical volksmarch in
Europe begins early in the morn
ing in a large tent with a party
like ""nuapucic.
atmosphere. Live
j-ivc bands,
uarius,

0
•o

Fri. 8:00a.m.-5:00p.m.
j Student Id's- M/W9:00a.m.-10:00a.m„ 12:00p.m.-2:00p.m.
I 4: 00p.m.-6:00p.m. T/Th 9:00a.m.-10:00a.m., 11:00a.m.J 2:00p.m., 4:00p.m .-6:00p.m.
I Fri . 12:00p.m.-1:00p.m.
Slow corresponds
right and the
the back-step.
• Financial Airl
The instructions above are •
included in Jockey's "How to Swing"|
booklet, developed in conjunction I
with swing dance professionals. It •
contains step-by-step directions for •
East Coast and West Coast Swing I
along with fashion tips on how to I
dress "swank" (hint: bright red hp- •
stick is a fashion essential for party
girls). To receive your free copy, I XX/ 'x* „ T
x
send a self-;
envelope to:>: Joc
Jockey
key How to Swing
Swine|
I r r\r\
^ _
Ronk P O Rnv Q£QQ
X• :
SSu^eS™ 5633'
L

Quick-Quick is on J Administration- M-Th 8:15a.m.-6:00p.m. Fri. 8:15a.m .-5:00p.m
Tk 0.1c
t.r\r\
t-, .
Financial Aid- M-Th
8:15a.m.-6:00p.m.
Fri. 8:15a.m-6:00pm
Computer Lab- M-Th 7:30a.m.-11:00p.m. Fri. 7:30a.m.5:00p.m. Sat. 12:00p.m.-5:00p.m. Sun. 2:00p.m.- 11:00p.m.

f-addressed, stamped| Writing Lab- M-Th 7:30 a.m.-ll:00p.m
Fri 7-30a
mr
' • •Jv/a.IIl.
2 00p_m_ s^.J 2:00p.m_-5:00p.m. Sun. 2:00p.m.-11:00p.m.
™E SPATS b* JEFP PICKERING

garment fashion industry for more
than 100 years and an innovator
in the women's intimate apparel
market for more than 14 years.
Operating five financially
inde- '
pendent business units—men's,
women's, special markets, inter
national and retail—Jockey Inter
national, Inc. products are sold at
more than 14,000 department
stores and throughr 28 licensees.
Jockey International, Inc. is head
quartered in Kenosha, Wis.
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AASU Cross Country Team
By BJ English
and they were off.
It was a hot and hazy sumThe men lined up along the
mer day at L. Scott Stell Park, route to cheer on their team
Storm clouds loomed ominously mates. Their turn would come
in the distance. T he Sounds of soon enough,
far off thunder intermingled with
One lap around, and the
the roar of army cargo planes AASU team was looking strong,
headed overseas for another followed by a strong showing
peace keeping mission.
from Valdosta State, USC, and
Back on earth, 100 or more Kennesaw.
cross country runners from
Savannah State's women
southeastern c olleges and uni seemed to be struggling with the
versities, began rolling in, set- heat. One last place runner
ting up sites under the shade to looked more like a beginning
stretch and converse with jogger at Lake Mayer than a
friends from their own teams cross country athlete. She would
and other universities.
later be given a stern lecture by
Coach G reg Wimer paced a coach who told her that her
nervously, avoiding the camera performance was an embarrassand making certain that all was ment. There is little sympathy
in order. Some of his runners for losers in this sport, especially
The shins and outs of running? AASU's
were late in arriving, but volun when they seem not to be try
William Buckley straps an ice bag to the
ing.
teers from the Savannah
shin
of one of AASU's females athletes.
Many of those who did try,
Strider's Track Club and AASU
faculty began taking their places came across the finish line in
to direct runners o n the correct sheer agony, gasping for breath Robert Crenshaw and Nikki Garland- First Place
path and keep trac k of times at and clutching various body parts finishers at the AASU Cross Country Opener.
the finish.
cramped by their efforts. To the Robert is a freshman from Elbert County, Geor
The women were to run two layman, it would seem that they gia. Nikki is a freshman from Valdosta.
laps on the c ourse marked out were silly to put themselves in
through the freshly mown such pain, but these runners had
woods. The grass was thick and the heart it takes to be winners,
stubby, grabbing at rubber soled even if the rest of the body
shoes like velcro.
wasn't willing to comply.
The course wound around
AASU Sports Medicine
the lake, through the woods, and guru, William "Buck" Buckley
dipped down into a hollow filled was there with an assistant to
with mating love bugs so dense help ice down shins, patch up
they threatened to be inhaled by blisters, and provide assistance
some hapless runner who hadn't to runners suffering from the
learned the secret of straining heat, but this day, the greatest
them out through clenched teeth, injury was the pride of those runVultures circled nearby. The ners finishing 10 minutes or
heat was liveable, but the humid- more behind the winners.
The AASU men's team
ity sapped energy and prevented
swept
the competition. With
any hope of evaporative cooling.
Finally the runners gath Robert Crenshaw placing first
ered, admonished by coaches to with a time of 28:16, Chris
warm-up, stretch and familiar- Boyce placing second (28:34),
ize themselves with the footing, and Germaine Brown placing
At one point, the course third (29:04).
passed over the uneven ruts of
Yuri Ledbedder of Valdosta
the tractor mower tires embed- State University placed fourth
ded in dried clay, just begging (29:17) in the men's run folWomens Fastpitch Softball
to twist an ankle.
lowed by runners from USC,
Tryouts are coming soon!
Coach Wimer rode his bike AASU and VSU respectively,
around the course one last time,
In the women's run,
If yo u would like t o become
placing course monitors at their Armstrong's Nikki Garland
part of the First Ever
stations before calling the fe- placed first ( 20:07), followed by
Womens Fastpitch Softball
male runners to the starting line. Evie Boswell-Vilt of Valdosta
AASU runners stripped off State (21:11) and Adrea Way of
Team at AASU, Call Coach
their shorts to reveal the trendy USC (21:45).
Marty McDaniel at 921-2391,
"bathing suit" bottoms pre ferred
All of Armstrong s women
by many female athletes. Modesty finished in the top ten. With
or 921-5852.
was obviously less important than times under 23:40.
Please bring a glove and
streamlined speed to this team.
The next race is scheduled
cleats to the tryout.
Finally, the buzzer sounded for October 11,at ValdostaState.

Armstrong Atlantic
Fastpitch Softball

M
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Seven Mary Three coming to Savannah
By J. Dion Couch
Thursday October 23rd
brings another concert to the
Historic Railroad Roundhouse.
Relentless touring since the re
lease of their major label release
"American Standard" in Sep
tember 1995 has finally brought
Seven Mary Three to Savannah.
In between then and now the
song "Cumbersome" has be
come a rock staple and the band
is now touring in support of their
latest Atlantic Records CD,
"RockCrown". "RockCrown"
has been receiving significant
radio airplay with the songs
"Make Up Your Mind", tet lives up to their
"Lucky", and the title track. name on their Wind-Up
"RockCrown" was recorded in Records debut album,
New Orleans and according to "My Own Prison".
Jason Ross, "New Orleans was First and foremost,
the place for us. You just need a Creed is a rock band
place that makes you feel eu that, according to
phoric. Out of your mind."
singer and band co"We recorded about 22 founder Scott Stapp,
songs for "RockCrown" and 15 "tries to appeal to
tracks made the cut when it was people on an emotional
time to press the thing. All of level." Originally re
the songs except for the first corded for less than
("Lucky") and the last ("Oven") $6,000 and released in
were written in one of the many dependently in April
Days Inns that grace our benevo 1997, the album sold
lent United States highway sys more than 5,000 copies
tem. The others were written in in the Tallahassee area
the back of our van and later in just two months.
(much, much later) our bus."
Creed's forceful and
The band is traveling with passionate live performance has
"the honeyrods" who are tour generated sold-out shows, head
ing in support of their debut CD lining for crowds of more than
on Capricorn Records. The 1,000. You d on't want to show
honeyrods gig mightily through up late for this concert as Creed
out the Southeast region, earn will be bringing it on as the sec
ing an intensely loyal fan base ond act on the bill.
with live shows punctuated by
Local favorite Glasspack
rowdy guitars and sweating bod will start the evening off at ap
ies. They have also appeared on proximately 6:30. Glasspack's
the ESPN X-games Xperience first CD is out and receiving air
Tour in Spring of 1997.
play on Z102fm. They have
Recently added to the bill is opened for Cheap Trick andJoan
a rock band to believe in, Creed. Jett at their Roundhouse concerts.
This Tallahassee, Florida quar
Doors open at 6pm for this

Janeane Garofalo stars as a polictical campagin worker went
to a small town in Ireland to investigate the Irish roots of her
boss, a Senatrial candidate, in the Mark Joffee film, THE
MATCHMAKER, a Gramercy Pictures release

all ages show. All Roundhouse
concerts play rain or shine
Tickets are $10 in advance, $12
day of show. Tickets are avail
able at all Civic Center outlets oi
you can chaige by phone at 6516556. You can buy tickets at
Portman's Music;both Coach's
Corner locations, Shore's Piggly
Wiggly in Richmond Hill; the
Music Corner in Hinesville, 606
CafE and Endora's in Savannah;
or Fanny's on Tybee. Look for
the entry form in the Inkwell to
win a free pair!

OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS
f) A4 C OOLa

i<pWR5£r Cop

Seven Mary Three
Concert Ticket
Giveaway!
Win a pair of tickets to the October 23rd concert
at the Historic Railroad Roundhouse - doors open
at 6pm.
One entry per person-defy this & we trash it!
Leave entry at Student Activities.
Name:
Address:
Phone:
Drawing to be held Monday Oct 20th Noon
7Mary3 w/ the honeyrods, Creed, & Glasspack

gggyyofl gmfl SoaGQgGg^tmBQgi'G

AASU Students Spend Summer in Metz, France
By Kevin Mason
Over the summer, about 53
students from various universi
ties in Georgia attended a study
abroad program in Metz, France.
A total of eleven students, the
most from any college, came
from Armstrong Atlantic State
University.
Two professors from
AASU, Dr. Stone and Dr.
Sconduto, also participated in
the program and taught classes
in Metz. Students could choose
from a wide variety of classes
that included French, biology,
art, history, business, geography,
and political science courses.
The classes were taught at the
Georgia Tech Lorraine Campus
in the city of Metz, which is lo
cated in the heart of Europe and
whose hist ory goes back thou
sands of years. The classes only
met a few times a week; the rest
of the week was reserved for
class field trips and independent
excursions. The program in
cluded a Euro pass for ten days
of travel on the Eurorail System
that stud ents used to travel to
places like Munich, Vienna,

Dr. Janet Stone, Kevin Mason and students study in Metz, France.
Amsterdam, Rome, Venice, Ber
lin, and other European cities.
Upon arrival in Metz, stu
dents were warmly invited by
the mayor to a reception in the
city hall. The press was also
present, and some students from
Georgia had their picture taken
for a local French newspaper.

Additionally, students had the
chance to meet with French
families who would invited
them to dinner and show them
around Metz. Most of the
American students in France
found out dinners usually lasted
for hours as one course after an
other was served, not to mention
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all the wine and cheese.
Thee were red wines, white
wines, Alsation wines; a differ
ent wine for every course. The
many varieties of cheese, con
sidering France has several hun
dred, also gave one a lot to
choose from.
Of course, American stu
dents discovered other cultural
differences too. In Europe, one
had to pay to use the restrooms
and to be vary of small children
throwing firecrackers at visitors
during Bastille Day celebrations.
One could get alcohol with
value meals at McDonalds and
Burger King, see open nudity, or
hop on a train and within hours be
in another country with an entirely
different language and culture.
Everywhere one looked, one
could find old churches, castles,
houses, and ruins dating back to
ancient times.
The study abroad program
ended with a long visit to Paris.
In Paris, students saw the Eiffel
Tower, Louvre Museum, Church
of Invalides, the Notre Dame
Cathedral, the Arc de Triomphe,
and other famous sites.
With class field trips to
Strasbourg, Trier, Luxembourg,
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Vedrun, and the Maginot line, as
well as many independent trips
to various European countries,
students were given an excellent
opportunity to familiarize them
selves with French culture, as
well as all of Europe.
The program lasted only
five weeks, from July 8 to Au
gust 16, but what a five weeks it
was! Many students decided to
stay longer in Europe on their
own once the program ended.
The program was a wonderful
learning experience and students
returned with memories that will
last a life time.
Overall, the study abroad
program in Metz was fantastic.
What better way to see the best
of Europe while at the same time
getting college credit toward a
degree.
The Board of Regents also
offers scholarships for any stu
dent wishing to go on a study
abroad program. The program in
Metz, France, will probably be
offered again in the summer of
'98, so if you areinterested orhave
any questions, please see Dr.
Stone or Sconduto in the history
department for more information.

F e a t u r i n g 1 8 P oo l Tabl es, 3 Dart B oa r d s,
S n o o k e r & Full Ba r +Deli!
13051 Abercorn Street * Savannah, Ga., 31419

F r e e H a l f - H o u r of P o o l u i i t h
Lunch Purchase Monday - Saturday!
1 1 : 0 0 a . m . - l : 0 0 a . m . M o n d a y - Thu rs day
1 1 : 0 0 a . m . - 2 : 0 0 a . m . Fr iday - S a t ur d a y
1 : 0 0 p . m . - m i d ni g h t o n S un d a y
T u e s d a y N i g h t i s Co l l e g e N i g h t !
Discount Pool and
$ 1 . 0 0 D r a f t s l l l i t h D a l i d S t u d e n t I.D.
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for
Southside Billiard Clu b
Half Hour o f P oo l F r e e
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No contributions were made
this week to the Cooking Corner
and Problems in Paradise. These
columns will return with the next
paper due on stands October 30th.
Deadline for the October 30th
paper is Friday, October 17th.
Reporters are still needed to cover
important events on campus. Call
927-5351 for more information

Martina Hingis signs autographs

Sports Editor David Bowman attended the
Family Circle Tennis Cup Tournament in
Hilton Head last April, and took these
photographs of some well known tennis
players.

Oooh, child... it's Lady Chablis, cap
tured on film by Dr. Mark Finlay on
location at the filming of"Midnight in
the Garden of Good and Evil."

Conchita Martinez at the Family Circle Tennis Cup in Hilton Head

Gary Guillory, Director of International Student Services,
greets students and guests at a banquet catered by Mrs. Wilkes
Restaurant. Internation al students at AASU come from such
places as St. Croix, Russia, Yugoslavia, Finland, The Baha
mas, Antigua, Sweden, Columbia, Nigeria, andmore. Few had
ever tasted such Southern "delicacies" asSweet Potato Souffle,
Turnip Greens and Banana Pudding. Many had t o miss the
tour of downtown Savannah, in order to practice in team sports.

I trie d to recreate the ir natural habitat

CEMK

Aranxta Sonchez Vicario brushes past obnoxious reporter

STMKCS SMALL-TOWN AMIRCA
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Tell us what is on your mind about Armstrong Atlantic.
We want to know your thoughts on AASU. Please answer the following questions and drop the
survey in the AASU Opinions Box in the library.
How would you describe AASU to someone considering college?

What are AASU's strengths and weaknesses?

Are student services adequate? If not, please explain.
Parking is Prohibited on this side of the street? Students arriving a
half hour early for class are forced to park illegally or not at all.
These cars line the blockaded roads daily.

How would you rate the quality of instruction?

Is AASU student-friendly?

What do you think could be done to improve school spirit?

AASU Sports Center has a new look. Chairs in the balcony spell out
AASU. Do that many people attend games? Well, they do attend De
cember Graduation ceremonies, and one's coming up real soon.

What is appealing about AASU to an adult student?

What is appealing about AASU to a recent high school graduate?

What is appealing about AASU to a graduate student?

Coastal Sierra Art Show- Student Activities pay for many "FREE"
events on campus, but few students take advantage of them. What
events do you attend? How do you find out about them?

If you have any questions about this survey, please call Lauretta Hannon, Office of University Relations, at 927.5222.

October 9,1992
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A Pair Of Extra Hands For The Busy And Working

Your Horoscope by Natasha
ARIES (March 21 to April 19)
Judgment could be off this week
regarding spending. You could be
making a matter more complicated
than it needs to be. This weekend,
you're inclined to overspend on plea
sure.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20)
Don't put too much stock in what a
person who tends to exaggerate has to
say this week. It's not the best time
for getting your ideas across to oth
ers. Mix-ups in your social calendar
are likely this weekend.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20)
Unexpected company dropping by
could upset your domestic schedule.
In business, a moody higher-up or
associate will have to be handled with
kid gloves.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22)
You'll need to be tactful in speech
this week. A loved one or friend could
easily take offense at something you
say. A weekend entertainment could
be too costly for you.
LEO (July 23 to August 22)
Distractions and interruptions are
likely to interfere with your concen
tration at work this week. Your
accomplishments could fall short of
your good intentions.
VIRGO (August 23 to September
22) Keep the lines of communication
open with close partners. Don't put
others in the position where they have
to read your mind. A disagreement
may arise about shopping this week
end.
LIBRA (September 23 to October
22) Extra expenses could arise in con
nection with another person this
week. A business proposition requires
revisions. Guard against unnecessary
extravagance when shopping this
weekend.
SCORPIO (October 23 to
November 21) Double-check costs in

Helping Hands
The Errand Specialists

Specialties and Services

Pick UP Services.
Shopping Services.
Home Watch Services.
Helping Elders.
Student Services.

connection with a planned trip. Slight
strain could exist among family
members. Others' sensitivities could
get in the way of achieving agree
ments.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to
December 21) Not much will come of
big talk you hear on the work front
this week. Take what you hear with a
grain of salt. A family member could
be feeling out of sorts this weekend.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to
January 19) A close partner is sensi
tive this week and easily offended. Be
careful of ill-considered remarks that
could cause hard feelings. Social life
may take a back seat this weekend in
favor of domestic chores.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to
February 18) Your efforts to read
between the lines may lead you to
faulty assumptions. Don't jump to
any conclusions, but instead, think
things through. It will take extra
effort to be productive this week.
PISCES (February 19 to March
20) Place the accent on cooperation
and diplomacy this week. Little
things are likely to interfere with get
ting your way. Be considerate with
loving partners over the weekend and
indulge in some romance.
© 1997 King Features Synd., Inc.

Big King vs. Big Mac
Burger King has announced that it wi ll
add the Big King sandwich to its menu
to rival McDonald's Big Mac,
starting Sept. 1

A beefier Big Mac

Total sales for McDoanid's and
Burger King, 1996
McDonald's BB
Burger King

Market share for the top five
hamburger chains, 1996
McDonald's

If you ever found yourself so busy between the kids and work ans
found no time to pick up your spouses birthday present, or the
both of your work schedules clashed with being at home when
someone needs to come do repair work on your ho use, then call
us. We do what must be done when you don't have the time to.
Let us know what vour specific needs are.

HINTS FOR HOMEOWNERS
A Sure Cure For Toilets That Won't Shut-Off

/

(NAPS)—It often starts with a
gurgle that won't stop until you jig
gle the handle. But that won't truly
fix a sneaky but wasteful leak that
leads to bigger water bills.
You could even be wasting
thousands of gallons due to a vir
tually silent leak. Here's how to
easily reveal it: remove the tank
lid, then flush. As the tank refills,
add several drops of dark food col
oring to the tank water. Wait at
least 20 minutes. If any trace of
color appears in the toilet bowl,
you have a leak.
Why not tackle the trouble
some toilet now, during National
Toilet Repair Month?
Toilet tank leaks are America's
most common household plumbing
repair according to Fluidmaster,
the world's leading repair parts
manufacturer. They say too many
homeowners settle for a quick fix
when they would benefit far more
from a toilet "tune-up."
With little effort, non-profes
sionals can perform a toilet tuneup by installing a new fill valve,
flapper, tank lever/handle and

142%

Robert E. Morris.Jr B.A.
I.F.P.O. Member

i mm

If your toilet won't shut off
until you jiggle the handle, you
have a wasteful leak.
water supply connector. It t akes
just over an hour and uses to
replacement parts found in almost
any hardware store or ho me cen
ter for a total cost of $20 or less.
A toilet tune-up is a wise use of
time since the tank is already
empty for even a single-part
repair. It's a step beyond a m inor
repair, but the reward is years and
years of quiet, efficient flushes.
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#912-353-9650
Degree, Experienced. Awarded^

Services:

Copvwork: Slides of photo's for Professor's
classroom lectures and for students portfolio
Video Transfers- Phntnc 8mm film, 8mm vi di
Vhs-C, Vhs to a standard VHS Format.
Insurance: Documentation for either future
insurance claims or present legal matters.
Assignment Work- Handle other jobs you nei
done that are not listed above.
Stock: A wide r ange of photos available for
anyone's specific needs.

Also:

Experience in typing term papers ar
consulting and preparation.

I Hardee's

: 1 8%
t

•i $16.4 billion j Jack in the Box
:i | 3 %
$7.5 billion

SOURCE: Tachnomic Inc.;
raaaarch by PAT CARR
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• Burger King
; Wendy's

Selling burgers

Ex. Dry cleaning.
Ex. Grocenes, gifts.
Ex. Meet repair workers at your house
Ex. Picking up their medicine.
Ex. Type up term papers.

Bitting into McDonald's ?

Similarities: Big King will! have two

peer patties, cheese, special sauce,
like its competitor
Differences: Big King willi have 75%
more beef (5.6 oz. vs. 3,2 oz), no
extra slice of bread; flame broiled
rather than fried on a grill

#912-356-955;
Contact:

>' Others
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